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Abstract. The serialization patterns of result predicates correlate in a specific manner with
headedness: in VO languages, result predicates are found potentially in two different positions,
a V-adjacent one and a position at the end of the VP. In OV languages, the position of result
predicates is invariably V-adjacent. The serialization of depictive predicates with respect to
result predicates is a function of both a contiguity requirement between the depictive predicate
and its target, and the identification parameter for argument positions. The implications of the
analysis of the factors that determine the serialization of predicates provide crucial evidence
for a theoretical issue. It is argued that headedness (head-initial vs. head-final) is best accounted
for in terms of head chains rather than in terms of evacuated head-initial projections.

1. Introduction

The empirical focus of this contribution is the comparative syntax of second-
ary predicates in Germanic languages. This area of comparative grammar has
not received as much attention as the syntax of heads and complements or
that of arguments and adjuncts. It provides valuable insights, however, into
the syntactic differences that are epiphenomena of what is called the VO/OV
parameter. There is a close parallel between the distribution of verb depen-
dent particles, result predicates, and the verbal complement of causative verbs
that finds a straightforward explanation in terms of independently motivated
parametric differences. The distribution of depictive predicates in combina-
tion with result predicates constitutes the central problem area of this paper.

1 Portions of this material were presented at the Conference on Economy, Berlin, February
1995 and at the Tilburg Workshop on Head Final Structures, November 1995. For information,
comments, and suggestions I thank Sten Vikner and Sue Olsen. I am especially grateful to Ken
Safir for his helpful editorial interventions on content and form and to an anonymous reviewer.

The informants for the Scandinavian data are Sten Vikner (Danish), Inger Rosengren
(Swedish), Britt Dalen Laux (Norwegian), and Halldór Armann Sigurdsson (Icelandic). The
Dutch examples have been checked by Angelina van Gaal. Ferenc Kiefer provided the
Hungarian examples and Giuseppe Longobardi the Italian ones. I gratefully acknowledge
their support. Mistakes and misunderstandings are to be blamed on me, of course.
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In this paper, the cross-linguistic word order differences between Germanic
VO and OV languages with respect to the relative serialization of second-
ary predicates, in particular result predicates (henceforth R-predicates), and
depictive predicates (henceforth D-predicates) will be analyzed. After a brief
recapitulation of the crucial properties of result vs. depictive predicates in
section 2, the comparative data are described in section 3. Section 4 sketches
the theoretical background for the theoretical interpretation of the descriptive
results presented in section 5. The syntactic behavior of predicates provides
crucial evidence for the differentiation between two theoretical options in the
quest for an explanatory theory for the OV/VO parameter, namely Kayne’s
(1994) evacuation theory and Haider’s (1992) V-chaining account. In section
6, additional empirical issues are raised in order to differentiate between the
two alternative and theoretically complementary accounts on independent
grounds.

The theoretical impact of the empirical results based on the syntax of
predicates rests on their implications for a central issue of comparative syntax:
Is the head-initial (VX language) or the head-final type (XV language) more
basic in terms of X0 structure and its derivation? In Kayne’s (1994) LCA
theory, head-initial projections are indeed head-initial underlyingly. Head-
final structures are taken to be the result of XP movement applied to the
complements of head-initial projections. So the OV structure is the result of
evacuating all phrasal elements out of the head-initial VP. The result is a VP
that contains nothing but the verb and traces, with everything else situated in
functional projections to the left.

An alternative theory is developed in Haider (1992): the basic axiom is
the universal right-branching structure of (extended) projections. The linear
aspect of the head-complement relation is determined by the direction of
structural licensing. In OV languages the licensing direction is to the left:
specifiers and complements precede their sister node on the projection line
of the head of the projection. So the licensing direction harmonizes with the
right-branching structure. Head-initial structures, however, will require that
all (extended) projections are licensed by a head that precedes. Thus head
chains (raised heads to the left of the (extended) projection in question) must
be formed to license (extended) projections. Head-final structures, on the other
hand, will not require head chains since their heads follow their complements
as well as every left branch (including specifiers) in the (extended) projection.
Extensions of the differences, in particular with respect to the syntax of
secondary predicates, will follow from the licensing requirement that forces
VO languages, but not OV languages, to have V-chaining.
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2. Result predication vs. depictive predicates

Predicates with a result interpretation (R-predicates) differ from predicates
with a depictive interpretation (D-predicates) in at least three respects. First,
R-predicates are exclusively construed with the non-designated structural
argument (cf. Simpson 1983; Haider 1985), that is, with either the accusative
object or the ergative subject. This rules out inherently case-marked argu-
ments, like Dative and Genitive marked objects in languages with inherent
case, as in German, and unergative subjects.2 Second, a result predicate needs
an overt antecedent (cf. Carrier & Randall 1992, 215). Third, the distribu-
tion in the clause differentiates between R- and D-predicates. A detailed and
comprehensive survey of the syntax of predication and the pertinent theoret-
ical positions in literature is provided by Winkler (1994).

(1) a. He raced the horsei sweatyi (R-predication or D-predication)3

b. Hei raced the horse sweatyi (no R-Predication4 but D-Predication)
c. The horsei was raced sweatyi (R-predication or D-predication)
d. He shot (�at) him dead (no R-Predication with PP)

The contrast between (1b) and (1a, c) with respect to R-predication
illustrates the constraint against construal with an unergative subject. (1d)
evidences the need for a direct object rather than a preposition object. The
German data in (2) are evidence for the constraint against construal with an
inherently case-marked DP.

(2) a. Etwas verdrießt michACC zu Tode [Ger.]
something vexes me to death

b. �Etwas mißfällt mirDAT zu Tode
‘something displeases me to death’

2 This description does not cover V-V compounding in Chinese, discussed by Li (1990b).
The compound verbs allow for a result reading that relates to the transitive subject:

(i) Ta qi-lei-le neipi ma
he ride-tired-ASP that horse
‘He rode that horse (and as a result he/it got) tired’ (Li 1990b, 177)

(ii) Ta ku-zou-le henduo keren
he cry-leave-ASP many guest
‘He cried (so much that) many guests left’ (Li 1990b, 1989)

This indicates at least that result predication differs in its syntactic conditions from resultative
compounding.

3 R-predicate: the horse became sweaty as a result of being raced. D-Predicate: the horse
was already sweaty when the racing started.

4 The reading with the rider being sweaty as a result (= R-predicate) is excluded.
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The contrast between (2a) and (2b) follows from the constraint against
construal with a dative object. Examples of result constructions with a genitive
object are hard to find because the class of these verbs is too small and
semantically too restricted.5 Unlike in English, a D-predicate in German does
not need to relate to an overt DP, as illustrated in (3a). The R-predicate in
(3b) needs an overt target of construal, however.

(3) a. Dieser Arztj untersucht (Patienteni) nur unbekleideti=j

‘this doctor examines (patients) only undressed’
b. Er hämmert �(alles) flach

‘he hammers (everything) flat’

The set of examples in (4) illustrates the third property: R-predicates,
but not D-predicates, may intervene between the verb and the direct object
in English. The alternation between the V-adjacent position and the distant
position parallels the distribution of particles with resultative particle-verb
combinations, as in (5).

(4) a. The joggers ran thin the pavement
b. The joggers ran the pavement thin
c. �The joggers reached tired the winning post
d. The joggers reached the winning post tired
e. ?She could drink under the table every second year student
f. She could drink every second year student under the table
g. She could drink every second rate beer under the table
h. �She could drink every under the table every second rate beer

(5) a. They cut down the tree
b. They cut the tree down

The discussion in the literature has reached the point at which the complex-
predicate analysis (cf. Larson 1988; Neeleman & Weerman 1993; Winkler
1994, ch. 2.4; Koch & Rosengren 1995; Neeleman 1995) turns out to be an
observationally and descriptively adequate one.6 According to these accounts,
the result predicate and the verb form a syntactic unit. This unit functions
as a complex predicate (cf. Neeleman 1995) (cf. Grimshaw & Mester 1988;
Ritter & Rosen 1993; Ackema 1995 on theta merging and complex predicate

5 An experimental example would be: �Er hat sich der AngreiferGen zu Tode erwehrt ‘He
fought the aggressors to death’.

6 In Larson’s treatment, a complex predicate may project to V0, whereas Neeleman assumes
complex predicates to consist of head-level elements only. I will follow Neeleman and take
resultative PPs as in (4a) to be admissible only if they are lexicalized, that is, if they form an
idiomatic, complex lexical entry with the verb.
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formation), the head components of which may share an argument, as in
(6b).7

(6) a. She dranki him [ei [under the table]]
b. She racedi the horse [ei [sweaty]]
c. The lakej frozei [ej [ei [solid]]]

The head chain in (6) is the chain of the head V in a Larsonian VP structure.
In English, the result predicate may be stranded by V-fronting or it may travel
up with the verb. In the latter case the result is the V-adjacent position of
the predicate as in (4a, e). In (6a) the intransitive variant of the verb drink
combined with the PP forms a complex transitive predicate with the external
argument of the PP as the direct object. In (6b), the internal argument of
the verb and the external one of the adjectival predicate are identified as the
internal argument of the complex predicate. In (6c) the argument which the
verb and the adjective share by means of theta merging is the only argument
of the complex predicate, hence it raises to subject.

The above-mentioned distributional properties are a direct consequence of
this analysis. The first property is a function of the sharing of an argument:
only an unmarked argument, that is, an argument without any inherent link-
ing requirements, can be shared. This rules out inherently case-marked argu-
ments, PP arguments, and designated arguments, that is, unergative subject
arguments. The second property is a consequenceof argument inheritance: the
formation of the complex predicate is licensed by theta percolation and theta
merging of a shared argument (cf. Neeleman & Weerman 1993; Neeleman
1995, 227f.). In (4a), the complex predicate run thin is transitive by virtue of
inheriting the argument of thin. In (4b), the argument the complex predicate
inherits as an internal argument from the adjective must be identified with
the internal argument of the verb. Theta Identification by merging maps a
pair of theta roles onto a single theta role of the complex predicate. So if
the formation of a complex predicate is licensed by theta inheritance, there
must exist a theta role of the secondary predicate to be projected. Hence in
a non-pro-drop language, there must be an overt argument in the syntactic
structure that the predicate is construed with.8

The third property reflects the distributional options in a layered VP: the
predicate may be stranded by V movement of the A movement type of head

7 The alternative account, that is, the small-clause analysis, is hard to maintain for OV
languages like German or Dutch, as, for instance, Neeleman (1995) argues in some detail.

8 A D-predicate is a predicate with a PRO-subject. If there is no controller for PRO in the
syntactic structure, PRO is interpreted as PROarb:

(i) Geld macht [PRO glücklich]
money makes [PRO happy]
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movement or remain as a unit with the verb. This is the division line between
head-final and head-initial V projections. If head-initial V projections involve
head chains, which are absent in head-final V projection, there is more room
for stranding particles in VO structures than in OV structures. This point will
be elaborated in section 5.

3. A comparative survey of the data

The relative order of the object and the R-predicate partitions the Scandinavian
languages into three sets. Norwegian, like English, allows both the V-adjacent
position as well as the position after the object. In Swedish only the V-adjacent
position is grammatical while in Danish the V-adjacent position is ruled out. It
is important to note that the pattern of distribution for R-predicates (in the form
of PPs, adverbs,9 and adjectives10) parallels the distribution of particles.11

The contrast between German and English seems to be a facet of a general difference: in
English, there are verbs whose argument cannot be left implicit if it is the controller of PRO
(Visser’s Generalization).

(ii) Er erlaubte (unsi) [PROi zu bleiben]
(iii) He allowed �(usi) [PROi to stay]

9 For instance: away (as in put away), aside (as in put aside), forward (as in put forward ),
etc.

10 In English, the V-adjacent position of an adjectival resultative predicate seems to be less
preferred. There are at least cases in which the adjacent position is unacceptable (cf. example
(iv)).

(i) I declare open the games of Atlanta
(ii) She cut short his remarks
(iii) We must not cut loose the boat
(iv) �He hammered flat the metal

The Norwegian informant, however, judged both orders as acceptable:

(v) Han hamret blekket flatt
he hammered metal-the flat

(vi) Han hamret flatt blekket

11 In Icelandic, particles pattern like particles in English or Norwegian, that is, they appear
V-adjacent or after the object: lyfta sér upp ‘lift oneself up’; rétta upp sér ‘raise up oneself’
(Kress 1992, 223). What is remarkable, however, is the fact that result predicates that are
adjectival or PPs cannot be fronted as freely as particles.
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(7) V-object-predicate
a. They cut the meat to pieces
b. at de skar kjøtet i biter [Nor.]
c. at de skar kødet i småstykker [Dan.]
d. �att de skar köttet sönder [Swe.]

‘That they cut the meat smashed’
(8) V-predidate-object

a. They cut to pieces the meat
b. at de skar i biter kjøtet [Nor.]
c. �at de skar i småstykker kødet [Dan.]
d. att de skar sönder köttet [Swe.]

(9) V-object-particle
a. He threw the carpet out
b. at han kastet matten ut [Nor.]
c. at han smed tæppet ud [Dan.]
d. �att han kastade mattan bort [Swe.]

(10) V-particle-object
a. He threw out the carpet
b. at han kastet ut matten [Nor.]
c. �at han smed ud tæppet [Dan.]
d. att han kastade bort mattan [Swe.]

For R-predicates and particles in German and Dutch, only the V-adjacent
position is grammatical. These elements may be stranded by V movement in
the clause-final position. They do not scramble. Fronting of an R-predicate
would be possible only under internal topicalization, which requires a strong
focus accent.

(11) a. daß man vielleicht das Fleisch in Stücke schnitt [Ger.]
that one perhaps the meat to pieces cut

b. �daß man vielleicht in Stücke das Fleisch schnitt
c. dat men misschien het vlees in stukken snijdt [Dut.]

that one perhaps the meat to pieces cut
d. dat men misschien in stukken het vlees snijdt

(12) a. Er warf den Teppich nicht weg [Ger.]
he threw the carpet not away

b. �Er warf weg den Teppich nicht
c. Hij wierp het tapijt niet weg [Dut.]

he threw the carpet not away
d. �Hij wierp weg het tapijt niet
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At first glance, German and Dutch could be treated as the OV counter-
parts of the Danish system because the R-predicate or the particle is strictly
adjacent to the verb in its base position. However, the parallel breaks down
if D-predicates are added. The patterns of the relative order of R-predicates
co-occurring with D-predicates are summarized in (13):

(13) Relative order of co-occurring R-(predicates) and D-(predicates)
a. DP � D-R � V (Dutch, German, Hungarian, : : : ?)
b. V � DP � R-D (English, Norwegian, Danish, Italian, : : : ?)
c. V � R � DP � D (English, Norwegian, Swedish, : : : ?)
d. V � DP � D-R (Icelandic, : : : ?)

In German ((14a)), Dutch ((14c)), and Icelandic (cf. (21)), the R-predicate
follows the D-predicate, in all other Germanic VO languages including
English (cf. Emonds 1976, 109; Winkler 1994, 393), the R-predicate pre-
cedes the D-predicate. Moreover, it seems to be a general property of OV
languages that they require the order found in Dutch and German if they
allow secondary predication at all.

(14) a. Er hat has Fleich roh in Stücke geschnitten [Ger.]
he has the meat rawto pieces cut
‘He has cut the meat to pieces raw’

b. �Er hat das Fleich in Stücke roh geschnitten
c. Hij heeft het vlees rauw in stukken gesneden [Dut.]

he has the meat raw to pieces cut
d. �Hij heeft het vles in stukken rauw gesneden

(15) a. He painted the house red unsanded [Engl.]12

b. �He painted the house unsanded red

The Norwegian pattern is identical with the English one: the R-predicate
must precede the D-predicate.

(16) a. Han skar kjøttet i biter rått [Nor.]
he cut meat-the in pieces raw

12 Acceptability judgements of V-adjacent PP- or AP-resultatives seem to vary across speak-
ers. Some speakers find type (i) fully acceptable whereas others accept only the position
following the object, as in (ii). But (iii) is unacceptable for liberal as well as for restrictive
informants.

(i) He cut to pieces the meat raw
(ii) He cut the meat to pieces raw
(iii) He cut raw the meat to pieces
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b. �Han skar kjøttet rått i biter
c. Han skar i biter kjøttet rått
d. �Han skar rått kjøttet i biter

Again, as illustrated in the following examples, the parallel between R-
predicates and particles holds. Particles precede the D-predicates in the Scan-
dinavian VO languages under discussion but follow the D-predicates in Dutch
and German:

(17) a. Er legte das Buch ungelesen weg [Ger.]
he put the book unread away

b. �Er legte ungelesen das Buch weg
c. Hij legde het boek ongelezen weg [Dut.]

he put the book unread away
d. �Hij legde ongelezen het boek weg

(18) a. They carried up the hay green
b. They carried the hay up green
c. �They carried the hay green up
d. �They carried green the hay up

Norwegian patterns like English. The D-predicate follows the particle,
which can be stranded ((19a)) or fronted with the verb ((19b)):

(19) a. Han skar kjøttet up rått [Nor.]
he cuts meat-the up raw

b. Han skar up kjøttet rått
c. �/??Han skar kjøttet rått up
d. �Han skar rått kjøttet up

In Swedish and Danish, there is only one grammatical order since there
is only one order for R-predicates. In the grammatical order the R-predicate
precedes the D-predicate, like in English and Norwegian and unlike Dutch
and German.

(20) a. att han kastade bort mattan smutsig13 [Swe.]
that he threw out carpet-the dirty

b. at han smed tæppet ud beskidt [Dan.]

In Icelandic, however, the German/Dutch order is preferred.14 This is a
crucial piece of evidence since it indicates that the relative order between R-
and D-predicates cannot be a direct correlate of the OV/VO parameterization.

13 It is easy to verify that the D-predicate is a predicate indeed, because the adverbial form is
smutsigt.

14 Data in (21) from Halldór Sigurdsson (p.c.). According to him, the co-occurrence of two
predicates is marginal, but the preferred order is the one indicated.
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(21) a. ?Sl�atrarinn skar kjötiƒ hr�att�ı stykki [Ice.]
the butcher cut the meat raw to pieces

b. �Sl�atrarinn skar kjötiƒ�ı stykki hr�att

An anecdotal check into non-Germanic languages finds Hungarian with the
Dutch/German order and Italian with the English order:

(22) a. A h�ust nyersen darabokra v�agt�ak [Hun.]
(they) the meat raw into-pieces cut

b. �A h�ust darabokra nyersen v�agt�ak
(23) a. Ho schiacciato Gianni a frittella nudo

(I) have smashed Gianni to pancake nude
b �Ho schiacciato Gianni nudo a frittella

A further relevant parallel concerns the order of the object and the depen-
dent infinitival verb in causative constructions. In Vikner’s (1987) study on
Danish and Swedish, he correlates the distribution of particles and the order in
causatives with an omitted subject argument, that is, causatives with a passive
interpretation: if the particle is adjacent to the verb, so is the infinitival verb
in the causative construction. Norwegian, as emphasized in Taraldsen (1983),
permits both orders, for particles as well as causative constructions.

(24) a. Han lät dammsuga mattan [Swe.]
he lets vacuum-clean the carpet
‘He has the carpet vaccum-cleaned’

b. Han lod tæppet støvsuge [Dan.]
c. �Han lät mattan dammsuga [Swe.]
d. �Han lod støvsuge tæppet [Dan.]

In Swedish the verb selected by the causative verb is adjacent and precedes
its object; in Danish it follows the object. Hence the order of the verb is
the same as the relative order of a verb and a particle in these languages. It
is worth noting that in Swedish the verb morphologically marked with the
regular passive marker -s (cf. (25)) has a different distribution. The position
adjacent to the main verb is ungrammatical for the passive infinitive. The
passive infinitival form is inflected. This seems to block the complex predicate
formation. The complement of the causative verb is clausal, and the position
of the ECM subject is a result of regular NP movement. It is reasonable
to conclude, therefore that (24a) involves head movement in Swedish: the
infinitival verb moves as part of a complex predicate together with the verb
to the VP-initial head position.
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(25) a. Han lät mattan dammsugas [Swe.]
b. �Han lät damsugas mattan [Swe.]

Rosengren (1992, 272) notes that (25a) but not (24a) allows an agent
PP. Moreover, the construction (24a) is limited to the causative verb. It is
unacceptable with a perception verb like höra ‘hear’.

This construction poses not only the general problem of how to account
for the word order correlations between the placement of the infinitival verb
in this construction on one hand and particles and predicates in the respec-
tive constructions on the other, but also the question of how to account
for the possibility of an implicit passive effect induced by the omission of
the subject argument of the dependent verb. A brief answer is proposed in
section 5.2.

4. The head parameter in a restrictive theory of projection

The preceding data presentation highlights three ordering factors. One factor
is involved in sequencing an R-predicate in relation to the main verb. The
second factor is reflected in the ordering relation between D-predicates and
R-predicates. The third interacting factor is the parameter responsible for the
OV/VO type.

With respect to the placement of R-predicates, there are three types of
VO languages: the Danish type with the R-predicate in a position distant to
V; the Swedish type with the R-predicate adjacent to V; and the third type
(Norwegian, English) with both options. In OV languages, however, the R-
predicate is adjacent to, and preceding, the verb. A position distant to V is
not a base position but only the result of movement, such as that occurring in
topicalization.

The second ordering factor poses a problem for the correct descriptive
generalization: what is the relevant property of the grammar that singles
out Icelandic in the VO group? The solution presented in section 5 is
based on the following descriptive characterization: all VO languages with
a rigid base order for multiple objects require an order in which the R-
predicate precedes the D-predicate. In Icelandic, the order of objects in a
double object construction depends on the choice of the head verb. Both
orders, dative before accusative and accusative before dative are found VP-
internally. There are even verbs with either ordering possibility (cf. Kress
1982, 211–212; Yip, Maling & Jackendoff 1987, 227). This difference is
conditioned by a difference in the system of argument identification (cf.
section 5).

From the point of view of a unified comparative treatment of these issues
it is necessary to find out what the specific ordering parameter is in order
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to explain how the various language-specific orders arise as a function of its
interaction with independent parametric differences in the grammars of the
respective languages.

The crucial issue revolves around the OV/VO parameter. If the VO order
reflects a more basic projection than OV, the OV systems should display the
residues of the VO patterns plus the extra possibilities that result from the
derivational process that leads from OV to VO. On the other hand, if OV is
more basic and VO is the derivational continuation, it will be the VO pattern
that is enriched with possibilities that arise on the derivational journey from
OV to VO.

As for the OV/VO parameter, both of these possibilities have been advo-
cated. Kayne (1994) takes the VO system to be the more basic one and
derives the OV system by means of evacuating the VP. The emptied VP
shell contains only the verb, and all other constituents are moved to higher
functional positions on the left. This seems to open a variety of potential
target positions both for R- and D-predicates in OV languages. Since it is not
immediately obvious what might trigger the movement of predicates out of the
VP, one would expect to find them in their base position. In Kayne’s system
this would amount to finding postverbal predicates in OV languages: the
predicates would be left inside the head-initial VP, with all other constituents
moved away. There is, however, no known case of an OV language with this
property. Postverbal predicates in OV languages are ungrammatical. Since
there are no known cases of VO languages with preverbal predicates either,
the Kaynean account seems to be at a loss. Preverbal predicates should occur
at least in some VO languages, given the hypothesis that OV languages are the
derivative result of VO structures with movement to the left: the preverbal
predicates in OV languages would be VO structures with the predicates
moved to the left. If predicates have to move to the left in OV languages, this
option should be available for a VO system as well as an independent option
of UG.

The alternative approach, namely VO as an OV derivative, is argued for
in several papers (cf. Haider 1995, 1996), beginning with Haider (1992) on
principled and on empirical grounds. The basic axiom of this system is the
restriction against left-branching projection lines, basic or extended: the sister
node of a node of the (extended) projection line must precede the node of
the projection line. This guarantees uniform branching structures for single
projections with the branching node of the projection line following its sister
node.
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(26) Branching constraint (BC): the (extended) projection line is right-
branching.15

(26), in combination with the structural licensing requirement for any XP
attached to the projection line, derives the need for a VP shell structure
in a head-initial projection. Structural licensing is taken to be subject to a
directionality requirement: progressively licensing heads license a comple-
ment following the head; regressively licensing heads license a preceding
complement. Head-initial projections are projections of progressively licens-
ing heads; head-final projections contain a regressively licensing head. In a
head-final projection, every node of the projection line of the head is able
to license its sister node because, due to (26), it follows its sister node (cf.
(27a)).

In a head-initial projection, only the deepest non-head position is preceded
by the head node. All higher nodes, due to (26), follow their sister nodes.
So the only possibility for these positions to simultaneously meet both the
BC and the directional licensing requirement is the extension of the licensing
domain of the head by means of a head chain (cf (27b)).

(27) a. BC & regressive licensing: [XP[YP[ZP ho
i ]]]

b. BC & progressive licensing: [ho
i [XP[ho

i [YP[ho
i ZP]]]]]

In this account of the OV/VO distinction, the OV structure is basic, but the
VO structure involves a head chain, hence it is the derived structure. The lower
head positions in (27b) are empty heads in the head chain. Chain formation
is driven by the structural licensing requirement (progressive licensing).

In the following section, the distribution of predicates, particles, and infini-
tival verbs in reduced causative constructions will be shown to follow straight-
forwardly from this premise and independently motivated differences in the
language-specific grammatical background.

5. How to account for the cross-linguistic variation

According to the account sketched in the preceding section, the head-final
structure is basic because it directly meets the BC and the licensing require-

15 The projection line of a projection is the path from the maximal projection to the head
of the projection. The nodes on the projection line are projections of the head category. An
extended projection (cf. Grimshaw 1991) is a functional projection with a lexical projection
as the complement of the functional head. The extended projection line is the path from the
maximal projection of the functional head to the head of the lexical projection. A projection
line is right-branching if every node of the projection line that has a sister node follows this
sister node.
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ment for the head and each node on the projection. Hence, ceteris paribus, the
surface patterns of serialization for predicates in OV languages like Dutch
and German are expected to reflect the grammatical conditions for predicates
more directly than the patterns in VO languages do. The order in Dutch and
German is restated in (28):

(28) [: : : [Object[D-predicate[R-predicate � V]]]]

VP topicalization confirms this bracketing. If the D-predicate is part of the
fronted constituent, the R-predicate cannot be left behind (cf. (29d)) since it
is structurally closer to the verb and it does not scramble:

(29) a. daß er den Fisch lebendig in drei Stücke geschnitten hat
that hethe fish alive into three pieces cut has

b. [In drei Stücke geschnitten] hat er den Fisch lebendig
c. [Lebendig in drei Stücke geschnitten] hat er den Fisch
d. �[Lebendig geschnitten] hat er den Fisch in drei Stücke

[alive cut] has hethe fish into three pieces

In Dutch and German, in contrast to English, particle placement in particle
verb constructions has never been an issue of controversy. If the particle is
part of a head-head complex, as proposed by Johnson (1991), it originates in
the V-adjacent position. It does not move, hence the particle site is a reliable
indicator for an empty verb position if the verb has moved. Particles are not
moved, they are only stranded. So the prediction for VO structures is this: if
a particle is not adjacent to the verb, it must be in a stranded position with
an empty V position next to it. Since complex head-initial VPs involve more
than one link of a head chain, there is in principle more than one position for
a particle to be stranded. This is fairly easy to verify for particle-stranding
languages like English. Corresponding patterns are found in Norwegian (den
Dikken 1992, 63f.).

(30) a. �We will send every stockholder a paycheck off
b. �We will send a paycheck to every stockholder off
c. We will send every stockholder off a paycheck
d. We will send a paycheck off to every stockholder
e. We will send every stockholder a paycheck off to his holiday resort
f. We will send every stockholder off a paycheck to his holiday resort
g. We will send off every stockholder a paycheck to his holiday resort
h. �[Off to his holiday resort] we will send every stockholder a

paycheck
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The explanation for the contrast between (30a, b) and (30c, d) follows
directly from the analysis presented above: the base position of a left head is
the most deeply embedded position with a complement to the right. This is
the position preceding the rightmost XP. Stranding leaves the particle in these
positions (cf. (30c, d)). Since the final position is not a possible V position
in (30a, b), stranding cannot occur in this position. The particle positions in
(30e) to (30g) allow us to trace the head chain of the verb. The particle travels
together with the verb and can be freely stranded. It is easy to see that off
in (30e) must be the stranded particle rather than part of the following PP
because fronting the PP with the particle leads to ungrammaticality ((30h)).
The fronted constituent is not a PP but a subtree of the V projection that
contains a trace of the verb, whence its ungrammaticality.16

If a particle occurs in a sentence-final position (cf. den Dikken 1991, 163f.
and the literature cited there) and the expression is acceptable, the conclusion
is unavoidable that it is situated in the position of the XP following the base
position of the verbal head. In this case, the particle is an adverbial and
can be modified by adverbial modifiers, as den Dikken (1991, 38) points
out.

(31) a. Mike tossed me the wrench (right) up
b. Mike tossed me (�right) up the wrench
c. He threw the ball right/straight up/back/down
d. �He threw right/straight up/back/down the ball

The fact that adverbial modifications are ungrammatical in the intermediate
position is evidence in support of the stranding analysis of particles: A parti-
cles in an intermediate position is a stranded head element that belongs to a

16 It is remarkable that there are particles that may form a topicalizable constituent with the
PP object, however (see den Dikken 1992, 49 and the literature cited there).

(i) [Out to the stockholders] was sent a schedule.
(ii) [Out to whom] did they send a schedule?

For the present argument it is sufficient to note that off in the example in (30) is not a good
candidate for the construction illustrated by (i) and (ii). An additional, interesting problem is
raised by the fact pointed out to me by Ken Safir that topicalization of the PP in (30e) strongly
reduces the acceptability of the particle in the final position:

(iii) �To their holiday resort, we sent the stockholders a paycheck off

This is unexpected if the topicalized PP binds a trace immediately to the right of the particle.
This problem is of a general nature (cf. den Dikken 1992, 96f., who also argues against the
co-constituency of the particle and the PP). It seems that the particle blocks proper government
of the trace by the verb.
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complex head. A PP sandwiched by the two object DPs is ungrammatical in
English. A particle stranded in the intermediate head position of the V chain
counts as an element of the head chain.

In Dutch and German, with head-final V projections, there is no verbal
head chain of the English type. Therefore, particles of particle-verb com-
binations are expected to be confined to the position of the verbal head.
This is the head-final position. German and Dutch employ head movement
of the verb only with V movement to functional head positions. This is the
A0 type of movement for head movement. The English type of head chain-
ing in head-initial projections is the A movement type of head movement
(cf. Li 1990, 406). Optional particle stranding is found with the latter type
only.

The alternative positions for R-predicates in Norwegian and English follow
straightforwardly: English and Norwegian allow particles to be stranded, and,
alternatively, these languages admit complex heads, that is, verb-particle or
verb-predicate complexes.17 The R-predicates may travel with the verb to the
phrase-initial position. Alternatively, stranding leaves them in a chain link
position:

(32) a. at han skari kjøttet [ei i biter] [Nor.]
that he cuts meat-the to pieces

b. at han [skar i biter]i kjøttet ei

c. He cutsi the X-mas tree [ei to pieces]
d. He [cuts to pieces]i the X-mas tree ei

Danish and Swedish are the complementary counterparts. Danish must
strand, hence the particle or the R-predicate appears after the object. Swedish
on the other hand must not strand. Therefore a particle or an R-predicate is
always V-adjacent (cf. Vikner 1987).

17 Verb-predicate complexes are syntactically complex heads, consisting of two adjoined head
elements. In addition to this syntactic option Scandinavian languages provide a morphological
option of forming particle-verb complexes. The particle is incorporated. The incorporated
particle precedes the verb. Åfarli (1985, 89) provides data from Norwegian, and Herslund
(1984, 44f.) discusses Danish.

(i) Hunden vart (ut) sparka (ut) [Norw.]
dog-the was (out) kicked (out)

(ii) Vi har (�ut) sparka (ut) hunden (ut)
wehave (out) kicked (out) dog-the (out)

According to Åfarli, the incorporated version is confined to participles in the analytic passive
construction, as the contrast between (i) and (ii) illustrates. Herslund points out that prefixed
particles are lexically conditioned and syntactically unproductive.
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If particle-verb complexes are blocked for certain combinations, all posi-
tions except the complement position (cf. (33e)) are excluded. This is easy
to demonstrate for English. The V-adjacent position is optimal for atomic
predicates ((33b)), marginal for complex predicates ((33c)), and excluded for
referential predicates ((33d)).

(33) a. She has cuti the tree [ei down]
b. She has [cut down] the tree
c. ?She has [cut to pieces] the tree
d. �She has [cut [into these three pieces]] the tree
e. She has cuti the tree [ei [into these three pieces]]

The fact that particles and adjectives as result predicates can form a par-
ticiple combination in attributes (cf. Carrier & Randall 1992, 195) confirms
the assumption that the two elements of the complex attribute in (34) consti-
tute a head complex whose category can undergo conversion into a complex
adjective, just like an atomic participle could do. Otherwise the right-hand
head property would be violated:

(34) a. the watered-flat (but uncrushed) tulips
b. the (washed and) spun-dry sheets

5.1. The serialization of predicates

Less straightforward than the analysis of the distribution of R-predicates is
the account of the serialization of D-predicates relative to R-predicates. If
one follows the maxim that Dutch and German reflect the base order more
directly than VO languages, the base order for a VO system should be the
one in (35b), that is, the order (35a) modulo head placement:

(35) a. [D-predicate[R-predicate V]]
b. [Vi[D-predicate[ei R-predicate]]]

(35b) is the VO analogue of (35a) modulo V chaining: the R-predicate is
stranded in the immediate sister position of the foot of the head chain of the
verb. The D-predicate is higher and therefore precedes it, just as in (35a). But
this is not the word order found in the majority of the Scandinavian languages.
How does the word order of English and the Scandinavian languages arise,
with the R-predicate obligatorily preceding the D-predicate?

The present theory points to the conclusion that the R-predicate cannot be
stranded in its base position in VO languages, that is, in the VP-final position
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(cf. (36a)). Hence there must be a constraint that requires it to pied-pipe at
least one step upward, resulting in the derivation of (36b) from (36a):

(36) a. : : : [D-predicate[V R-predicate]]
b. : : : [[V R-predicate]i [D-predicate[ei]]]

There is independent evidence for the lower position of the D-predicate in
(36b) discussed at the end of this section (cf. (40)). Given the derivational
step form (36a) to (36b), the rest follows from what has been said for the
distribution of R-predicates. Hence the theoretical plausibility of this analysis
rests on the plausibility of a triggering account for the derivational step that
maps the base order in (36a) onto (36b). What might trigger the raising of the
R-predicate (together with V)? The trigger must be related with a property of
grammar that adequately partitions the languages under discussion into the
respective sets.

The trigger – so I shall argue – is connected with the positional identification
of VP-internal A positions: in the Germanic VO languages (with the exception
of Icelandic) the arguments of the theta grid are mapped onto configurationally
identified A positions in the syntactic structure. A configurationally identified
A position in a projection of a lexical head is a spec or a complement position
of the head. The head chain in a complex VP in a VO language guarantees
that there is a unique head element on the head chain in whose complement
or specifier position the respective argument is situated.

In Icelandic (cf. Sigurdsson 1993) and German (cf. Haider 1989), morpho-
logical case identifies the argument DPs. Identification is implemented as a
function of case distinctions and not in terms of positional distinctions. A
consequence of this difference is easy to detect: the order of objects in the
VP depends on the choice of the verb class. In Icelandic (cf. Zaenen, Maling
& Thrainson 1985, 468) and German, for instance, the dative object may
precede or follow the accusative object, depending on the choice of the verb.
This indicates that the arguments marked dative and accusative, respectively,
are not identified in structurally unique positions. The variant orders cannot
be attributed to scrambling because Icelandic does not scramble and the
German constructions do not have the properties of scrambling constructions
(cf. Haider 1992).

(37) a. aƒ sj�orinn svipti hanni(A) [manni s�ınum](D) [Ice.]
the-sea deprived her [husband her[+REFL]]
‘the sea deprived her of her husband’

b. aƒ �eg gaf konungi(D) amb�attina s�ına(A)
I gave a king the slave his self
‘I gave a king his own slave’
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c. daß sie dem Mann(D) ihre Pläne(A) anvertraute [Ger.]
that she (to) the man her plans entrusted

d. daß sie den Mann(A) der größten Gefahr(D) aussetzte
that she the man (to) the greatest danger exposed

What applies to the verb as a theta-discharging head, applies to the R-
predicate as well. An R-predicate discharges an argument, which it shares
with the verb. Hence what holds for the identification relation between the
verb and its internal arguments in a given language holds for the identification
relation between the R-predicate and its argument: the shared argument is
identified by the R-predicate in the same position in which the verb identifies
this argument. This seems to be the cue for understanding the necessity of
raising the R-predicate. If identification is positional, the R-predicate must
raise together with the verb at least as far up in the projection as the positional
identification of the argument necessitates, if the language is a language with
positional identification of arguments.

Of course, the fronting of the R-predicate across an intervening element
is independent of the grammatical function of the element that intervenes
between the base position of the complex predicate and the argument position
since the trigger is the identification requirement for the R-predicate as a theta-
discharging head. Therefore R-predicates precede not only D-predicates in
the VP but other potential interveners as well, such as, for instance, adverbials.
This empirical fact is noted by Bolinger (1971, 147).

(38) a. �She cut carefully down the tree
b. �She cut down carefully the tree
c. �She cut the tree carefully down
d. She cut the tree down carefully

(38a) is out because the fronted complex predicate is a syntactic unit. So the
adverbial cannot intervene. Stranding does not apply because the verb would
not move across an adverb if the internal arguments are already discharged.
(38b) is the standard case of ungrammaticality for an adverb intervening
between the verb position and a DP object in the VP. (38c) is ungrammatical
because the clause final particle could not originate in this position (cf. (38a,
b)). So (38d) is the grammatical option. The same reasoning applies if the
adverb is replaced by a D-predicate.

This account covers the order relations in English and the continental
Scandinavian languages on the one hand and in Icelandic and German on
the other hand. Italian (cf. (23)), with positional identification, shows the
inverted order (36b) while Hungarian (cf. (22)), with non-positional, that is,
morphological, identification, keeps the base order ((36a)). V fronting leads
to (35b), like in Icelandic.
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Dutch patterns like German, as mentioned above, but it is not immediately
evident that its identification system is non-positional: intuitively, the word
order restrictions, for instance in VPs with double objects,18 are stricter
than in German and Icelandic. Moreover, Dutch lacks morphological case
distinctions for non-pronominal DPs. Nevertheless, Dutch is non-positional
in the technical sense of positional identification.

Positional identification is a strictly local function: the argument to be
identified must be the in the spec or the complement position of a head
element. In a complex head-final projection, there is only a single local
position, the sister position of the head (i.e., the ZP in (27a)). In general, for
n arguments, at least n � 1 arguments are non-locally linked. Hence a head-
final projection would meet a positional identification requirement between an
argument and the head for, at most, one argument. In a head-initial projection,
however, every link of a head chain provides a spec position. So there are in
principle at least as many local identification positions as there are links on
the head chain. Consequently, the VP in an OV language does not provide the
structural prerequisites for positional identification of an argument relative to
a head element.

Dutch and Icelandic are atypical members of the respective types. Icelandic
is a head-initial language with non-positional identification. This is atypical
because head-initial structures provide the structural means for positional
identification. The availability of a head-initial projection is a necessary, but
not a sufficient, condition for positional identification. Dutch, on the other
hand, is a language with non-positional identification despite the lack of overt
case distinctions. That it is non-positional is predictable because of the OV
property.19

The following table summarizes the account discussed above and groups
the languages under discussion with respect to the grammatical property rele-
vant for the different serialization of R-predicates relative to D-predicates.

18 Like in English, the relative order for the DPs in double object construction is fixed
although adverbials may intervene (cf. Zwart 1993, 303).

19 I do not want to pursue the parameterization of the identification of A positions here
because it suffices to realize that there are different grammatical options. The difference
between positional identification in head-initial projections and that in head-final projections
is minimal with respect to locality. In head-final projections, there is a strict locality relation
under canonical directionality: Each node of the projection line of the head, that is, each
projection level of the head, finds its sister node in the canonical licensing direction. So the
locality constraint is met by the projecting nodes. This does not work for head-initial structures,
however, because the projecting nodes occur on the wrong side. From an abstract point of view,
both head-initial and head-final structures meet a strict locality requirement but under different
implementations.
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(39) Generalization: If Vo requires positional identification, R-
predicates do so too.

Identification: Positional DP-Rpr.-Dpr. DP-Dpr.-Rpr.

a. English + + �

b. Mainl. Scand. + + �

c. Icelandic � � +

d. German � � +

e. Dutch � � +

f. Italian + + �

g. Hungarian � � +

In order to complete the argument that raising across the intervening
element is indeed the correct characterization for a VO language, it is neces-
sary to provide independent evidence for assigning the D-predicate to a
position lower than the object in the VP rather than to an adjoined position
higher up to the right. Evidence of this kind is easy to find (cf. Kayne 1994,
71). Surface-structure-sensitive c-command relations between quantifiers and
bound variables confirm the structure argued for. This disqualifies all accounts
that assume a VP-external position for subject related secondary predicates.

(40) a. He left everyi party [angry at the person who had organized iti]
b. He left nonei of the parties [anyi more unhappy] than he usually is

In (40a), the bound-pronoun reading indicates that the D-predicate is in
the c-command domain of the object. In (40b), the negative indefinite object
licenses the polarity item any under c-command. So the conclusion is this:
since the object c-commands an R-predicate that follows the object and since
the object c-commands a D-predicate that follows it, an R-predicate that
precedes a D-predicate will c-command the D-predicate.

It is worth noting that the D-predicate in (40) is subject oriented. Therefore,
the c-command requirement between the predicate and its antecedent could
in principle be fulfilled by adjunction to the VP. The BC ((26)), however,
correctly rules out adjunction to the right.

5.2. Another complex predicate: the passive effect in the causative
construction

This section provides independent evidence for the notion of complex predi-
cate formation invoked in the analysis of R-predicates above: the R-predicate
and the verb form a syntactic unit in which the external argument of the
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R-predicate is identified with the unmarked internal argument (direct object
or ergative subject) of the verb. The categories that function as R-predicates
are particles, prepositions, and adjectives. Verbs are excluded. There are lan-
guages like English that admit nouns (cf. Carrier & Randall 1992, 183) but
only if the noun is a state-denoting predicate. What this amounts to is the
exclusion of categories with a referential argument.20 The verb on which the
R-predicate depends cannot share the referential role.

Verbs, however, participate in complex predicate formation in causative
constructions (cf. Guasti 1992). In the Germanic languages (except English)
and many others the subject argument of the dependent verb may be dropped.
The result is a passive effect. The examples ((41a, b)) from German and
Danish, respectively, are perfectly ambiguous, depending on the choice of
the argument structure for the verb. In the intransitive reading, (41a, b) are
the ECM-causative analogues of the English construction ((41a)). If the verb
is taken to be transitive, (41a, b) is an example for the morphologically
unannounced passive effect with the causative construction. The construction
with the passive effect is missing in English; (41a, b) are ambiguous. The
passive reading is equivalent to (41d) in English.

(41) a. Sie ließ mich rufen [Ger.]
‘he let me call’

b. Hun lod mig tilkalde [Dan.]
‘he let me call’

c. She let me call
d. She let me be called

The passive effect is a direct consequence of, and hence evidence for, the
formation of a complex predicate: the referential argument of the two verbs
are identified and the theta grid is merged. The effect of this merger can
be detected only if the dependent predicate has more arguments than the
shared one. The argument structures of the verbs involved are merged into a
single argument structure which must meet the constraints for a well-formed
argument structure. (42) illustrates the crucial ingredients. (A more detailed
discussion can be found in Haider 1994, 90–95.) If English had incorporation,
(42c) would be the result of incorporating the argument structure of call into
the argument structure of the governing verb let.

(42) a. let hA1,A2i; call hB1,B2i
b. complex predicate formation: let call hA1,hB1,B2ii
c. merger of the theta grid: let call hA1,[B1],B2i

20 The referential argument of the verb is the Davidsonian event role. The referential argument
of the noun is what Williams (1981, 86) calls role-R.
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The verbs in (42a) are transitive verbs, hence each of their argument
structures contains two structural arguments, one of which (= underlined)
is designated as the external one. Complex predicate formation in (42b)
substitutes the argument structure of the dependent verb for the argument to
which the projection of the dependent verb would have been assigned. Merger
in (42c) produces a homogenous A structure. The merger lifts the arguments
of the incorporated A structure into the host A structure if the constraints
on the general format permit it. This is the source of the passive effect: the
designated argument of the incorporated verb cannot be lifted because the
A structure of the incorporating verb already contains an external argument.
No verb can have more than one argument in its A structure designated as
external. So the external argument of the incorporated verb remains implicit.
In German it can be addressed by means of a PP (corresponding to the English
by-phrase), just like in an ordinary passive construction.

(43) a. Er läßt mich (von ihr) rufen [Ger.]
he lets me by her call

b. Ich werde (von ihr) gerufen
I am by her called

Complex predicate formation and merger of the theta grid are the devices
that cover all argument-sharing constructions that have been discussed above,
that is, R-predicates with particles,21 non-referential PPs, and adjectives.
Hence it should not come as a surprise that these constructions display
essentially the same syntactic behavior modulo language-specific intervening
factors (see section 3). Thus in Danish the dependent element is stranded but
not in Swedish. Norwegian has both options ((44)).22 English, on the other
hand, does not admit complex predicates with V as the dependent element.23

Hence the causative construction with a passive effect does not occur in
English.

21 The particles that serve as R-predicates are one-place predicates, that is, intransitive
prepositions.

22 In Icelandic, like in Norwegian, particles may be incorporated or stranded. The passive
effect with causatives requires incorporation of the infinitival, that is, the infinitival verb must,
like in Swedish, precede the object (Halldór Sigurdsson, p.c.).

23 A grammatical reason for this has been sought in the absence of infinitival morphology
in English. If complex predicate formation requires a selection relation between the two head
elements, English would not provide a selectable feature. This hypothesis needs to be counter-
balanced by Afrikaans, however. Afrikaans does not provide infinitival morphology either, but
incorporation seems to work. So there must be a different reason that turns English into an
exceptional language with respect to causatives.
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(44) a. Han loti matten [ei støvsuge] [Nor.]
he lets carpet-the vacuum-clean

b. Han [lot støvsuge]i matten ei

In sum, there are three independent factors which are responsible for
the distribution of R-predicates (including adjectives, particles, and non-
referential PPs) in the Germanic languages, namely the VO/OV parameter,
the possibility of stranding the dependent head in the complex predicate,
and the identification condition, which requires a structurally local relation
between a head and its argument in languages with positional identification.

5.3. The order of D-predicates

In the preceding sections, D-predicates have played but a circumstantial role.
They merely served as background for the analysis of the serialization of
R-predicates. The puzzle to be solved was to find the grammatical reason
for the inverted order in Dutch and German in contrast with Scandinavian
languages or English:

(45) a. Hei threw Johnj out nakedi=j

b. �Hei threw Johnj nakedi=j out
c. Eri hat Hansj nackti=j hinaus-geworfen [Ger.]
d. �Eri hat Hansj hinaus nackti=j geworfen

This section focuses on the order among multiple D-predicates. The
comparative perspective is an eye-opener for problematic aspects (cf.
c-command relations in (40)) of the widely adopted assumption that subject-
related D-predicates originate in a position adjoined to IP whereas object-
related D-predicates are adjoined to VP (cf. Winkler 1994, sect. 2.3; Nakajima
1990, and the literature cited there). Winkler (1994, 117) adjoins the subject-
oriented predicate to the highest VP shell in a Larsonian structure and the
object-oriented predicate to the lowest VP shell. All these analyses are to
guarantee the specific serialization pattern (46), illustrated in (47):

(46) : : : object-oriented D-predicate < subject-oriented D-predicate : : :
(47) a. Hei ate the fishj rawj drunki

b. �Hei ate the fishj drunki rawj

c. He ate the fish raw himself
d. �He ate the fish himself raw

If the subject-oriented D-predicate were adjoined to a position higher up
than the position of the object-oriented predicate, the resulting relative order
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would be as in (46). This order is robust. All Germanic VO languages are
covered by (46). But this solution of the ordering problem is clearly in con-
flict with data that indicate that the subject oriented D-predicate is in the
c-command domain of the object (cf. (40)). In addition, it would need a
left-branching adjunction structure.

With this puzzling state of affairs it is worthwhile to change one parameter
and take another look at OV languages. If they allowed adjoined predicates to
the right of VP, this would be easy to check. The predicates would follow the
verb in its base position. Needless to emphasize, not a single OV language
known has postverbal predicates. The predicates precede the verb, and they
are VP-internal. This is reflected under VP topicalization:

(48) a. [Betrunken Fisch roh gegessen] habe ich noch nie [Ger.]
drunk fish raweaten have I not ever

b. ?[Betrunken roh gegessen] habe ich Fische noch nie
drunk raweaten have I fish not ever

c. �[Roh betrunken gegessen] habe ich Fisch noch nie
raw drunk eaten have I fish not ever

d. �[Betrunken gegessen] habe ich Fisch noch nie roh
drunk eaten have I fish not ever raw

e. [Roh gegessen] habe ich Fisch betrunken noch nie
raw eaten have I fish drunk not ever

As the examples show, the order is the inverse of the one given in (46).
There is a clear contrast between (48b) and (48c) on the one hand and (48d)
and (48e) on the other hand. The ungrammaticality of (48c) is the source of the
ungrammaticality of (48d): since the object-oriented D-predicate follows the
subject-oriented one ((48b)) and since the D-predicates cannot be inverted
((48c)), a topicalized VP containing the subject-oriented predicate cannot
leave behind the object-oriented predicate.

The pattern of the primary serialization follows from a simple assumption:
in the primary serialization position, the predicate is adjacent to the respective
argument it predicates over. The other orders are the result of scrambling.
This can be verified with scrambled indefinites, whose reading changes under
scrambling (cf. Diesing 1992):

(49) a. daß keiner nüchtern Fisch roh gegessen hat [existential]
that no onesober fish raweaten has

b. daß keiner Fischi nüchtern ei roh gegessen hat
c. daß Fischi roh keiner ei nüchtern gegessen hat [generic]

In (49b), the object scrambles across the subject-oriented predicate. In
(49c), the object is scrambled across the subject, and the predicate occurs
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next to it. Scrambling of indefinites across a transitive subject induces a
semantic difference (cf. Diesing 1992). This difference becomes criterial in
the analysis of (50). (50a) is the result of topicalizing the subject in (49c). In
(50a), the object is not in its base position because the predicates are inverted.
The prediction is, therefore, that the object must receive a strong reading, for
instance, a generic one. The judgments support this expectation. (50a) is the
V2 version of (49c), with the topicalization of the subject.24

(50) a. ?Keiner hat Fisch roh nüchtern gegessen [generic]
nobodyhas fish rawsober eaten

b. Keiner hat nüchtern Fisch roh gegessen [existential]

So we conclude that the primary serialization property for D-predicates
is the result of their respective base position, which in turn seems to be the
function of a constraint that enforces adjacency between the predicate and
the DP it predicates over. Before going into an analysis of the grammatical
nature of this constraint,25 I shall pursue its implications for a VO language.

Of course, the variety of potential primary positions is constrained by the
constraints on V projections in general. VO structures, especially in languages
with positional identification, are highly constrained with respect to potential
predicate positions. Positions of D-predicates are positions for non-arguments
within the VP that are in the c-command domain of the arguments (cf. (51a),
illustrated by (51b, c)). In VO languages, these positions are positions at the
bottom of the VP.

(51) a. [Vi[argument[ei[: : : [ei[pred./adjunct]]]]]]
b. [cooki[the lobster[ei alive/carefully]
c. [show[someone[a picture[ei unfinished/secretly]]]]

Intuitively, the order of D-predicates in VO structures is a compromise.
The descriptive property of adjacency between the predicate and the DP it
is predicated over – whatever grammatical source it may have – cannot be
maintained for the subject. After raising the subject to its proper functional
spec position, the predicate would be stranded in an structural environment
which does not license non-arguments.26 An object, however, can be followed

24 In the existential reading, (50a) is ungrammatical because of the order of the predicates.
If the object is in its base position – a prerequisite for existential closure and a fortiori for
the existential reading – the subject-oriented D-predicate cannot follow because it must have
arisen in the vicinity of the subject, which preceded the object.

25 The term “adjacency” describes a property of minimality: in the primary serialization, the
predicate occurs in the minimal c-command domain of its antecedent, that is, the first potential
antecedent is the antecedent.

26 If the primary order of predicates in English were the result of stranding, English would
have to be VOS in its base order.
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by non-arguments, hence by predicates. So the adjacency requirement can be
implemented for objects strictly. Given this state of affairs, the grammar must
leave an option of non-local construal for subject-predicate combinations. A
strict minimality requirement would produce a violation of the locality rela-
tion between the verb and its objects because the subject-oriented predicate
would end up in an intervening position.

Immediate evidence from Spanish supports the analysis sketched in the
previous paragraph. According to Demonte (1986/87, 4f.), an object-oriented
D-predicate is not allowed to be separated from its antecedent, whereas there
is no restriction of contiguity for a subject-oriented D-predicate.

(52) a. Juan le dio el caf�ei (�en bandeja de plata) calientei [Spa.]
‘Juan gave him the coffee (on a siliver tray) hot’

b. Luisai preparaba los apuntes en su despacho contrariadai

‘Luisa prepared the notes in her office disturbed’
c. Juani sirvi�o la carnej pasadaj disgustadoi

‘Juan served the meat overcooked angry’
d. �Juani sirvi�o la carnej disgustadoi pasadaj

The exceptionality of the subject-related D-predicates with respect to strict
locality is not unique for VO languages. Exceptional behavior of the subject-
related D-predicate is found in OV languages as well (cf. (53)):

(53) a. daß betrunkeni manchmal einer ei Fisch roh ißt [Ger.]
that drunk sometimes someone fish raweats

b. �daß rohi manchmal einer (betrunken) Fisch ei ißt
that raw sometimes someone (drunk) fish eats

In German, like in English,27 a subject-related D-predicate as in (53a)
can be fronted across its antecedent, but the object-related D-predicate must
remain in the c-command domain of its antecedent. Fronting as in (53b) is
ungrammatical. The predicate roh ‘raw’ could only be construed as subject
related. The contrast in (53) is not a subject-object asymmetry, however, but
a nominative effect:

27 An illustrative contrast is the following (cf. Nakajima 1990, 290):

(i) Absent-minded, he ate the soup cold
(ii) �Cold, he ate the soup absent-minded

Under strong focussing, (ii) seems to improve because focus enhances reconstruction.
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(54) a. Er läßt [Max nackt photographieren] [Ger.]
he lets Max nude be photograph(ed)

b. �Er läßt [nackti[Max ei photographieren]]
c. Er läßt [so ein Hausei [keinen ei photographieren]

he lets such a house no one photograph
‘He lets no one photograph such a house’

If the D-predicate is fronted across the ECM-subject in (54a), the result
is ungrammatical (cf. (54b)). (54a) is ambiguous between the intransitive
reading and the reading with a passive effect (cf. section 5.2). Fronting is
ungrammatical under both readings. The ungrammaticality cannot be reduced
to a potential island effect of ECM complements: as (54c) illustrates, fronting
is possible in German ECM constructions. In (54c), the object is scrambled
across the ECM subject.

A nominative effect is an agreement effect. Nominative is checked overtly
under agreement. Hence there is a checking domain with a strong Agr head
that agrees with the nominative argument. If D-predicates are licensed under
agreement, the general minimality requirement for D-predicates can be ful-
filled in two different ways: either the antecedent or the functional head,
that is in an overt checking relation with the antecedent, can license with
D-predicate. This singles out the nominative as the only overtly checked
argument. Since there is only one Agr-S position per clause, strict locality is
met trivially.

In sum, the primary serialization of D-predicates is a function of a strict
locality requirement for the predicate and the DP it predicates over. The
nominative seems to be exempted. The apparent exception disappears if
licensing of D-predicates involves an agreement relation that can be imple-
mented as a dependency between the antecedent and either the D-predicate
or the functional head, that checks the antecedent under agreement and the
D-predicate.

This, combined with the independent distributional restrictions for argu-
ments, adjuncts, and predicates in the internal structure of V projections in
VO languages produces the nested dependency relations for D-predicates. In
OV languages, due to non-positional identification of arguments, strict local-
ity between the D-predicate and its antecedent is possible for any argument
position. The non-adjacent arrays are results of scrambling.

5.4. Implications for the decision between LCA and BC

The comparative syntax of predicates does not receive an insightful analysis
on the basis of an LCA-based account of the VO/OV parameter. The straight-
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forward expectations are contradicted in both directions: first, the patterns of
VO languages do not constitute a subset of the patterns of OV languages.
This is predicted, however, if the OV system is a derivational continuation
of the VO system. The stranding of R-predicates should yield postverbal R-
predicates in OV projections: this is strongly unacceptable, however. Postver-
bal PPs are grammatical as PP objects ((55b)), but not as R-predicates ((55a)).
So the LCA theory must provide an obligatory trigger for moving predicates
out of the VP in OV projections.

(55) a. �Er hat das Metall geklopft [zu Blech]/[flach] [Ger.]
he has the metal hammeredto sheet/ flat

b. Er hat nichts gesagt [zu Max]
he has nothingsaid to Max

Moving predicates out of VP runs into the second problem, however. If it
is possible to move predicates out, this option should be found in one or the
other VO language as well since it is a property of predicates (cf. (56)). But
no VO language admits the kind of derivational steps that are necessary for
deriving the order of predicates if the VO system has to be mapped in an OV
system.

(56) a. �He flati hammered the metal ei

b. �The metal flati was hammered ei

The BC-approach predicts that argument-sharing predicates must be V-
adjacent, and in OV systems they must be situated in front of the verb because
they appear in base positions. In the VO-to-OV scenario, however, they would
be stranded in a postverbal position. In general, the restricted distribution of
R-predicates in the Germanic OV languages fits the BC account, but it is
unexpected under the LCA perspective.

6. Theoretical impact: BC versus LCA

The analyses presented above rest on the empirically well-motivated conten-
tion that the head-final projections of OV languages like Dutch or German
involve fewer derivational devices than the corresponding patterns in VO lan-
guages do. Hence the data are crucial for a principal theoretical decision on the
relation between head-initial and head-final structures. The main options have
been introduced in section 4. The analysis of the cross-linguistic properties of
predicates favors the head movement approach in combination with the BC.
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Head-initial projections are the result of the BC combined with licensing to the
right: given the BC, licensing to the right as a licensing restriction for heads
triggers the formation of a head chain. Although Kayne’s approach is widely
employed and often integrated into the Minimalist Program (see Chomsky
1992), the evidence presented in this section fails to support Kayne’s ver-
sion of asymmetry. Instead the evidence favors the inverse approach to OV
languages and the OV/VO contrast, namely head movement on structures
constrained by the Branching Condition ((26)).

Both the BC ((26)) and Kayne’s (1994) precedence-based LCA28 are
axiomatic statements of a hypothetical universal structural property, namely
the asymmetric branching of syntactic structures. The LCA itself is neutral
with respect to directionality (cf. Rohrbacher 1994). The system must be
either precedence based or successor based in order to work. In fact, it could
be even parameterized with respect to headedness. All that is required by the
LCA is that there be a function that consistently maps asymmetric c-command
on a linearization. That the c-command relation is uniquely mapped on prece-
dence rather than the converse linearization relation or a combination of both
does not follow from a more general principle. It is postulated as a hypothesis
that needs to be empirically motivated.29

From the theoretical point of view, the LCA and the BC offer the com-
plementary accounts within the set of theoretically admissible options of the
OV/VO parameterization: in the LCA approach, the basic structure is VO.
OV is the result of phrasal movement. The VP is evacuated. The trigger of
this movement is unclear (see below). In the BC account, the crucial factor is
the position of the head. Endocentricity requires a head in the foot position
of a projection. Because of BC, the foot position is in a right subtree. Hence
OV is a potential base structure: the foot position is the deepest position
with a complement to its left in OV and with the complement to its right in
VO. Complex head-initial projections are projections with a head chain. The
trigger for the head chain is the directionality of licensing (cf. Haider 1995
and 1993, ch. 2 for details).

It should be noted that the LCA account and the BC account of com-
plex head-initial projections employ the same device, namely head chain-
ing: in double-object constructions, for instance, the head-initial position
of the verb must be the head of a head chain. In addition to head chains,
the LCA system must invoke phrasal movement in order to derive the

28 Linear correspondence axiom (LCA): for a given phrase marker P, with T the set of
Terminals and A the set of ordered pairs hXj,Yji, such that for each j Xj asymmetrically
c-commands Yj, d(A) is a linear order of T.

29 The time slot hypothesis (Kayne 1994, 37) does not provide the independent empirical
motivation. This hypothesis is itself in need of justification.
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OV structure from the VO structure. In the BC system, head movement
is the only device. Head movement captures both, the principal difference
between the OV/VO structures and the concomitant difference in the internal
organization.

What are the empirical differences between the competing accounts? Since
the LCA-based account characterizes OV languages as derivatives of VO
systems modulo movement to the left, it is easy to point out various predica-
tions with easily testable empirical consequences for German. The predictions
to be examined briefly are: first, phrases to the left of the verb in OV languages
are assumed to occupy spec positions. Hence, extraction out of these phrases
is predicted to be ungrammatical for the same reason that prevents extraction
out of subject positions in English. Second, VP-internal adverbs should end
up in postverbal positions in an OV language since there is no trigger for mov-
ing adverbs to VP-external spec positions in VO languages either. Third, VP
topicalization in an OV language like German would have to be analyzed as
the topicalization of a functional projection that contains the trace of the finite
verb. This should lead to ungrammatical outcomes, however. Fourth, heads
are the fixed grid in the LCA system. So the sequence of auxiliaries should be
identical across languages. This is not the case. Therefore, the whole VP could
be assumed to move. But in this case it should become opaque for extractions,
which is not the case. It can be shown that the facts are at odds with these
predictions.

In German, extraction out of embedded clauses is possible in non-
extraposed ((57a)) as well as in extraposed ((57b)) or scrambled ((57c))
positions, depending on the bridge verb quality of the matrix verb. Subject-
hood does not block extraction (cf (57d)).30 Extraction out of a clause in an
A0 position as in (57e) is ungrammatical, of course: in (57e) the extraction
site is contained in an infinitival clause that is situated in an A0 position,
namely the spec position of an embedded V-second clause. The infinitival
clause is A0-moved to the spec position of the embedded V-second clause.
Hence extraction is ungrammatical.

30 The lack of a subject effect on extraction can be illustrated with DPs as well:

(i) Von welchem Maleri haben [die frühen Bilder ei] die besten Preise erzielt?
of which painteri did [the early pictures ei] the best prices achieve

(ii) Von welchem Maleri besitzt er [mehr als ein Bild ei]0?
of which painteri owns he[more than one picture ei]0?
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(57) a. Welche Türi habt ihr [ei damit aufzubrechen] vergeblich versucht? [Ger.]
which doori haveyou[ei with it to open] in vain tried

b. Welche Türi habt ihr vergeblich versucht [ei damit aufzubrechen]?
which doori haveyouin vain tried [ei with it to open]

c. Welche Türi hat [ei damit aufzubrechen] fast jeder vergeblich versucht
which doori has [ei with it to open] almost everyone in vain tried

d. Mit wemi würde [ei Schach spielen zu dürfen] dich mehr freuen?
with whomi would [ei chess to play to be allowed] you more please

e. Mit wemi hat sie gesagt [ei Schach spielen zu dürfen] würde
with whomi has she said [ei chess to play to be allowed] would
sie sehr freuen?
much please her

In the LCA system, all positions preceding the main verb in an OV language
should be opaque for movement because these positions are specs of func-
tional heads. So (57a–d) should be ungrammatical and therefore as unac-
ceptable as (57e). German should parallel the contrasts in (58). Under the BC
account, the arguments of the verb including the subject remain VP-internal in
German, hence neither a structural subject-object asymmetry nor a structural
subject effect on extraction is expected.

(58) a. Who would it have pleased you [to play chess with]?
b. �Who would [to play chess with] have pleased you?
c. Who did they find [a picture of]
d. �Who was [a picture of]i found ei?
e. �Which tablei does he think that [on ei]j you shouldn’t put anything ej
j. Which tablei does he think that you shouldn’t put anything [on ei]

The lack of opacity in German (cf. (57a–d)) cannot be explained away
as a reconstruction effect. If it were possible to treat a trace in an opaque
domain as if the antecedent of the trace had been moved away before the
constituent containing the trace has moved to the opaque position, the result
would be massive overgeneration. Furthermore, reconstruction would have to
be a language-specific optional derivational device. In English, reconstruction
applies neither with A movement (cf. (58d)) nor with A0 movement (cf. (58e)),
taken from Kayne 1981, 107): neither the derived subject in (58d) nor the
topicalized PP in (58e) can be reconstructed into the respective base positions
for the purpose of turning the opaque constituent into a transparent domain
for extraction. The well-known contrast in (58a, b) illustrates the blocking
effect of sentential subjects on extraction (for similar examples see Kayne
1981, 108).

The next prediction concerns non-arguments. Even if one grants the LCA
account of case checking as a trigger for moving argument DPs out of the
VP into preverbal spec positions, this triggering scenario does not cover VP-
internal adjuncts and predicates: it is well-known that manner adverbials may
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occur in a VP-internal position in VO languages. If in an OV system DPs
leave the VP for case-checking reasons, at least those adverbs that remain in
their VP-internal position in VO languages (cf. (59a, b)) should remain in the
postverbal position in OV languages.

(59) a. and f[read the book secretly], [talked gently to Mary]g he has
b. This book, he has read secretly
c. [heimlich eine Buch gelesen] hat er nie

[secretly a book read] has henever
d. �daß er nie ein Buchi [[gelesen ei heimlich] hat]

thathenever a book read secretly has
e. �Diese Buchi hat er [ei [gelesen ei heimlich]]

this book has he read secretly
f. �daß er gesprochen hat heimlich mit ihr

thathetalked has secretly withher

VP-internal adverbs, left in the VP after evacuation, would end up in a
right-peripheral position of the VP since there is no reason to move adverbs
in OV structures if they are not moved in VO structures. The resulting order
is ungrammatical. A manner adverb must not occur to the right of a potential
VP ((59d)) nor in a clause final position ((59e)), nor can it extrapose ((59f)).

In the BC account, the manner adverbs precede the verb because they are
directly licensed by the verbal head in its domain. Therefore they occur in the
domain of directional licensing, both in VO and OV projections. Whatever
licensing property applies to VP-internal adverbs in the LCA account, it
would apply to postverbal adverbs in OV languages in the same way as to
postverbal adverbs in VO languages.

The third piece of evidence concerns VP topicalization. If preverbal DPs in
an OV language are in spec positions, VP topicalization must be reanalyzed
as the topicalization of a functional projection. If the nominative is part of
the topicalized projection, this projection contains the functional head in
whose spec position the nominative occurs. This functional head is a head
position touched by the finite verb on its way to the verb-second position.
So the topicalized constituent would have to contain the trace of the finite
verb as well. Clear instances of this structure are ungrammatical, however. In
German, the topicalized constituent cannot contain the trace of the finite verb.
It must be analyzed as VP and not as a more complex functional projection
containing the VP:

(60) a. [Ein HausNOM eingestürzt] ist hier noch nie [Ger.]
[a house tumbled-down] hashere yet never
‘A house did not ever collapse here’
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b. �[Ein HausNOM ein-i] stürztei hier noch nie
[a house down-ei] tumbledi here yet never

c. Ein Haus stürztei hier noch nie ein-ei

a house tumbled here yet never in

(60a) is compatible with the standard analysis, that is, VP topicalization, as
well as with the LCA-driven analysis as a topicalized functional projection. If
it were a functional projection, however, (60b) would be structurally parallel
to (60a) – both would contain the trace of the finite verb – and therefore
either both should be grammatical or both should be ungrammatical. That
the topicalized constituent contains the trace of the finite verb is signaled by
the stranded verbal prefix ein because einstürzen is a verb with a separable
prefix (cf. (60c)). The prefix is stranded in the base position of the verb. The
standard analysis correctly predicts (60b) to be ungrammatical because the
trace of the verbal head of the topicalized VP is not c-commanded by its
antecedent, namely the finite verb. The finite verb in (60b) is contained in
spec-C.

The final piece of evidence is the order of auxiliaries. The German order
is the mirror image of the English sequence. If the OV system were the
derivational result of the VO system with all kinds of phrases moving to
higher functional projections, the basic order of heads should be conserved.
In fact, the predicted order ((61c)) is ungrammatical, and the grammatical
order ((61b)) is the mirror image of the English order ((61a)).

(61) a. They must have been persuaded by him
b. daß sie von ihm überredet worden sein müssen [Ger.]

that she by him persuaded been have must
c. �daß sie müssen sein worden überredet von ihm

Two possibilities that could lead to (61b) come to mind, namely V-raising
and VP movement to the left. Zwart (1993) advocates a V-raising approach.
The German and Dutch VP is supposed to be head-initial. The auxiliary order
of German is derived by iterative head-to-head adjunction (cf. Zwart 1993,
section 2.4). It is possible to derive the order in (61b) from the order in (61a)
by means of the devices suggested by Zwart, but the theoretical and empirical
soundness of those means remains to be demonstrated. There are several
problem areas that undermine this approach as a viable analysis in a Kaynean
framework.

First, multiple head-to-head adjunction cannot be assumed under the
premises of the LCA system because multiple head-to-head adjunctions are
explicitly ruled out by Kayne (1994, 8, 19). Secondly, Zwart (1993, 335f) is
forced to admit non-local adjunctions to heads in a derived position in order
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to capture alternative serialization in the verb cluster in Dutch and German
in which the finite verb is sandwiched by two non-finite verbs:

(62) a. dat Jan verteld zal hebben, dat hij Marie gekust heeft [Dut.]
that John told will have that he Marie kissed has

b. daß er sie grüßen hätte müssen] [Ger.]
that he her greet had must
‘that he should have greeted her’

According to Zwart (1993, 337), the past participle has moved across the
auxiliary in (62a) and the modal in (62b), respectively, in order to adjoin to the
finite verb in the position of the functional head. This is in conflict with two
standard assumptions. First, head movement is subject to minimality (i.e.,
the head movement constraint). Second, if adjunction targets a functional
head position, the element is adjoined to the functional head and not to the
element moved to this position. So I-to-C, that is, V-second, should transport
both verbal elements. The result would be ill-formed in Dutch and German,
however.

In addition, there is a major obstacle on the empirical level, which is the
target of this paper: if the order in the German V clusters is the result of
movement, we expect stranded particles because V movement in German
and in other Germanic languages strands particles ((63a, b)). So an approach
along the lines of Kayne (1994) predicts (63c, d) to be both grammatical and
cardinal evidence for the empirical success of the analysis. The problematic
data in (63c, d) are not discussed by Zwart.

(63) a. Er riefi sie an-ei [Ger.]
‘he called her up’

b. Hij beldei haar op-ei [Dut.]
‘he called her up’

c. �daß er sie gerufeni hat an-ei [Ger.]
thatheher called has up

d. �dat hij haar heeft gebeldi op-ei [Dut.]
that he her phoned has up

Fourth, the example of clitics as head-adjoined elements is instructive:
clitics cannot be stranded by excorporating the head to which the clitic had
adjoined. V cluster formation by head-to-head adjunction should produce
moving clusters: the whole V cluster should move to the V-second position.
This is not the case, however.

If, as argued above, the adjunction approach is hard to maintain, VP move-
ment seems to be the only option left: starting with the hypothetical base
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order ((64a)), the order (64d) is the result of moving every VP out of the VP
that contains it. The intermediate derivational steps are (64b) and (64c). The
final order ((64e)) is the result of fronting the VP-internal PP.

(64) a. daß sie [müssen[sein[worden[überredet von ihm]]]] [Ger.]
b. daß sie [sein[worden[überredet von ihm]]]i [müssen ei]
c. daß sie [worden [überredet von ihm]]j [sein ej]i müssen ei]
d. daß sie [überredet von ihm]k [worden ek]j [sein ej]i [müssen ei]
e. daß sie [von ihm]l [überredetl]k [worden ek]j [sein ej]i [müssen ei]

But VP movement should block after the first step if VP movement targets
a spec position. The moved VP becomes an opaque domain. So adjunction
is the only remaining option: every VP must be adjoined to the left of its
mother VP. This also yields the desired serialization, but it overgenerates. In
German, VPs are extraposition sites ((65b)). In Kayne’s system, extraposed
CPs are base-generated. So he incorrectly predicts that (65a) is grammatical:

(65) a. �daß er sie [überredet [ihn zu heiraten]] haben könnte [Ger.]
thatheher [persuaded [him to marry]] have could

‘that he could have persuaded her to marry him’
b. [Überredet, ihn zu heiraten] könnte er sie haben

In addition, this analysis raises two theoretical questions: what is the trigger
of this derivational machinery, and why is this trigger systematically absent
in VO systems? The last question is the crucial one. It is a problem for
Zwart’s account as well. There is no VO language with the mirror-image
order of the auxiliaries in English, illustrated in (66). This is surprising. If UG
embodies the device of head-to-head adjunction or VP-to-VP adjunction, it
is strange that it should always go hand in hand with VP evacuation in a kind
of VO-to-OV conspiracy.

(66) They persuaded by him been have must

It seems that the LCA account does not capture the empirically significant
generalizations in this respect. The absence of a trigger renders VP adjunction
a theoretically admissible though ad-hoc technical solution. The LCA account
is too strong and too weak at the same time: it is too strong because it offers
more derivational machinery than necessary, and it is too weak because it does
not provide a general enough trigger theory for the OV/VO parameterization.

In sum, there is clear evidence for differentiating the BC account and the
LCA account of the basic parameterization for the OV/VO parameter. The
two accounts share a basic axiom, namely the right-branching structure of
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the projection line. The BC account characterizes head-initial structures as
derived. The derivational device is a head chain. The LCA account needs
both head chains as well as a variety of phrasal movement for the mapping
of head-initial structures onto head-final ones. The evidence points to the
conclusion that the more economical approach is the empirically correct one.

7. Summary

The following claims are defended in this paper:
1. A result predicate observes the same identification restrictions with

respect to its own argument as the verb, and it shares this argument with
the verb. Argument sharing yields a complex predicate. This is the first
source of variation across languages. Argument sharing in complex pred-
icates is the grammatical reason for the need of a local head-specifier or
head-complement relation between the R-predicates and their argument in
the Germanic languages with positional identification of argument posi-
tions: the complex predicate consisting of the verb plus the R-predicate
must raise. Scandinavian languages differ with respect to stranding of ele-
ments whose single argument is shared by the verb (theta identification
by merging).

2. As a consequence of the restrictions for an R-predicate on the identifica-
tion of its argument, the R-predicates have to precede the D-predicates
in the Germanic languages with positional identification of arguments.
This is the demarcation line between continental Scandinavian languages
and English on the one hand and Icelandic and the West Germanic OV
languages on the other hand.

3. The comparative syntax of predicates supports a directionality-based
account of the head-initial versus head-final parameterization for lexical
heads within a uniform branching structure, in particular, for the VP.
The alternative account, that is, the LCA hypothesis, faces a number of
non-trivial empirical obstacles in some areas of comparative grammar.
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